DISCOVER MOSI FIELD TRIPS

Keep cool and get STEAM-ed this summer when you bring your field trip to MOSI where guests can get hands-on in Tampa’s renovated science center! Touch the future in Connectus, let your creativity run wild in Idea Zone, discover the science of sport in the Tampa Bay Lightning’s Slippery Science exhibit, and become an aspiring astronaut in Mission Moonbase.

All for the new lower group admission price of $4 per person!

$4 PER PERSON  All Day Admission to MOSI permanent exhibits and 50th Anniversary Lunar Landing Special Exhibition
$8 PER PERSON  All Day Admission + Saunders Planetarium show
$9 PER PERSON  All Day Admission + Sky Trail Ropes Course

Keep discovering at MOSI, where Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math collide!!

Fees listed are youth/student group rates and apply to 15 or more with advance reservations.
LANDING THIS SUMMER
ONE SMALL STEP, THE EXHIBITION AT MOSI

Celebrate the pioneering spirit of the Apollo moon landing as it paved the way to our future in the stars during this exciting summer exhibition.

4801 EAST FOWLER AVE • TAMPA • 813-987-6000 • MOSI.ORG

MOSI is a leader in STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math) education dedicated to making a difference in people's lives by making science real.